Picturebook CONCEPTS
“A collection of
simple works which
introduce colors,
shapes, numbers,
animals, food, and
nursery rhymes.”

“A story about many
different sheep, and
one that seems to be
missing.”

“Simple rhyming text
and illustrations
guide the reader to
see triangles,
rectangles, and
circles in everyday
things.”

“Contains thirteen
very short, silly
stories that follow
the adventures of
Billy and Milly.”

“Busy little peas
introduce their
favorite
occupations, from
astronaut to
zoologist.”

“When bedtime
comes, the parents
of a girl, a boy, and
various animals ask
their children how
many kisses they
want.”

“Big Fat Hen counts
to ten with her
friends and all their
chicks.”

“A family goes to a
farm stand to buy,
and count, a variety
of fresh produce,
from one
watermelon to
twelve ears of
corn.”

One by one nine
forest creatures
fall out of bed
when Little Mouse
says "Roll over!"

"Splashy
illustrations and
simple text explore
water in its many
shapes and forms"

“While Farmer
Brown sleeps, some
of the animals who
live on the farm go
on a fishing
expedition.”

“Little sister has no
problem eating one
hare, two snakes,
and three ants, but
when she gets to ten
peas, she throws up
quite a mess.”

“Lexie is a strong
cowgirl who would
rather wrangle
words than cattle.”

"A picture book
that introduces the
concept of numbers,
and different ways
that numbers are
used in the world”

“This whimsical,
funky book from
Raj Haldar (aka
rapper Lushlife)
turns the
traditional idea of
an alphabet book on
its head, poking fun
at the most
mischievous words in
the English
language and
demonstrating how
to pronounce them.
Fun and informative
for word nerds of

"Monkey tries to
catch the brightly
colored--and
tasty-looking--min
utes on the minute
tree in his forest.
Introduces basic
concepts about time
and how time passes
and is measured"

all ages!”
"In a place where
color ran wild,
there lived a girl
who was wilder
still. Her name was
Swatch, and color
was her passion.
From brave green to
in-between gray to
rumble-tumble
pink...Swatch wanted
to collect them all.
But colors don't
always like to be
tamed..."--Dust
jacket.

“In this story that
incorporates Spanish
words, Marta
explores the world
of opposites and
animals.”

“When Sam starts to
organize his things,
he quickly realizes
he has to sort over
a hundred items,
from penguins to a
pile of rocks.”

“Everybody has a
favorite color. Some
like blue or brown
or the green of mint
ice cream. Others
prefer sunshine
yellow, Maine
morning gray, or
Mexican pink. In this
book, fifteen
beloved children's
book artists draw
their favorite
colors and explain
why they love them.
This personal
collection will
undoubtedly inspire
readers to create
favorite-color
drawings and stories
of their own!” -book jacket.

“This book is about
Circle. This book is
also about Circle's
friends, Triangle and
Square. Also it is
about a rule that
Circle makes, and
how she has to
rescue Triangle
when he breaks that
rule.”

"This book is about
Triangle. This book
is also about
Triangle's friend
Square. Also it is
about a sneaky trick
Triangle plays on
his friend
Square"--Back
cover.

“When his friend
Circle asks him to
do her portrait
after praising him
as a sculptor and
genius, Square
struggles to carve
her likeness from a
stone block.”

“Children will cheer
for the bunnies - or
for Mr. McGreely as they delight in
Candace Fleming's
clever sound effects
and G. Brian Karas's
vibrant, funny
illustrations.”

In this colorful
story of a sloppy
dog, you can count
on a happy ending.

"A look at the
numbers that
surround us, big and
small, on earth and
in outer space."

Cats of all shapes
and sizes scamper,
yawn, and stretch
across the pages of
this playful
counting book. And
every now and then,
some of them pile
into the purrfect
cat stack!

In this salutation
from Earth, the
chronicler gives a
tour of the planet
and introduces those
who call it home.

Illustrations and
simple, rhyming text
tell the story of a
year in the life of a
tree.

Illustrations and
simple, rhyming text
celebrate the many
shades of blue seen
during the
relationship of a
boy and his dog as
the boy grows from
a baby to an adult.

"In this twist on the
classic tale,
Cinderella and her
less-famous twin
sister Tinderella
leave splitting
everything in half
behind when each
finds her own Prince
Charming (with a
little magical help
from their fairy
god-mother)"

